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an 18-year-old college student chokherbala (rituparno ghosh) has a
difficult time at school as he struggles with the conflict between his

mother who is liberal-minded and his father who is conservative. one
day, chokherbala observes a man get attacked by dogs in the street.
chokherbala resolves to bring the man back home to his family and

feeds him at the apartment he lives with his family in. the two men bond
over their shared experiences of a conservative family.photo by dmytro

makusha on unsplash the interest in the novel is based on the
fascinating characters and their setting. it is a true story, although a

fictionalized one. tagores story is well known among bengalis. while the
novel was popular in the west, the success of the film is assured from
the beginning as the premiere was attended by thousands in the west
and bengali culture. the film has been referred to as a 'cross between

casablanca and the french riviera.' the music, which is sometimes
described as a symphony, is composed by ravi shankar. the scene where

chokherbala is attacked by dogs is a departure from the novel but the
director has made this scene a critical scene to understand the character
of chokherbala. the movies second act is an indictment of bureaucracy
and the east bengal railway, an entity which tagores novel is built on.

the themes of love and betrayal are used to expose the corrupt nature of
society. it is a moralistic film about the impact of the official government
and the ideology of the british.photo by unifonico on unsplash a college
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student, chokherbala is in love with a british woman, played by the
elegant and beautiful nandita das. the story is set in the early 1940s
when britain was still in the throes of the world war ii. chokherbala

leaves for england to avoid the draft and goes to join the british army.
he falls in love with a young woman in england and makes a

commitment to her. he returns to india and gets married to his bengali
girlfriend, played by malaika arora. at this point in the film, a twist in the

story reveals the complexity of the human condition. the woman
chokherbala loves does not want to marry him and instead wants a

divorce.
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the first major consideration of a feature film script is its title. the film's
title, "chokher bali", is a contradiction in terms. the story revolves
around a woman who dwells in a "chokher" or a dark place, yet is

perceived as "chokher bali". it presents the sensational story of a woman
who becomes the catalyst for fundamental change in the social milieu of

the society she belongs to. as she overcomes her issues of "chokher
bali", her perspective broadens to "chokher santi" (for the good), she

becomes "chokher durga" (for the victory of good) and finally she
becomes "chokher kali" (for the victory of the power of good). chokher
bali follows the story of bindu, who is a renowned and wealthy bengali

housewife in early-18th century bengal. after marrying kartik, she
becomes a large part of his life and becomes his reason to make and
stay alive. as the story develops, she begins to feel that kartik is not
treating her as an equal wife and thus she overcomes her feelings of

loneliness and convinces her husband to go and live with his friend and
help him out to do business and earn. once she is in a position to pay,
she asks for money and pretends to be sick. this is where the movie

takes off and takes a few unexpected turns. the one thing in life that i
have never been able to identify with is the concept of 'transformation'.
either you are what you are or you are not. whether you take another
shape, it takes you away from who you are and you are no more the

same person. that’s why i always say 'i will never believe in
transformation'. but after seeing ‘chokher bali’, i can see my own

transformation in the eyes of the protagonist of this film, binodini, who
through the path of love and transformation has became a better person
and hopefully this will be the spark to take her life in another direction.

transformation is what we all can achieve and also we have to work hard
and look for our own transformation. i personally admire binodini’s

growth and transformation as she went through several phases to get to
where she is now. the transformation of binodini will help others to also
discover their own self and people around them, who are in the same

situation as her. 5ec8ef588b
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